Constraints on planetary and asteroid-mass primordial black holes from continuous gravitational-wave searches
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We present new constraints on the merging rates of planetary-mass and asteroid-mass primordial black hole binaries using limits on continuous waves (quasi-monochromatic, quasi-infinite duration signals) derived from an all-sky search for isolated compact objects in the first six months of the third observing run (O3a) of LIGO/Virgo. We calculate the merging rates of these binaries in a model-independent way, and convert them to constraints on the primordial black hole abundance with minimal modelling assumptions. Our results show that all-sky searches are sensitive to sources at most $\mathcal{O}(10\text{ pc})$ away for systems with chirp masses of $\mathcal{O}(10^{-5}M_\odot)$ at gravitational-wave frequencies around 30-40 Hz. These results also show that continuous-wave searches could in the future directly probe the existence of planetary-mass and asteroid-mass primordial black holes, especially those in binaries with asymmetric mass ratios. Furthermore, they demonstrate that new methods accounting for the full nonlinear gravitational-wave frequency evolution are needed to improve constraints on primordial black holes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent detections of gravitational waves by Advanced LIGO [1] and Virgo [2] have allowed new and unique observations of black holes [3, 5]. But the chirpy gravitational-wave signals from black hole or neutron star mergers are likely not the only detectable form of gravitational waves. Ground-based interferometers can also be used to probe other types of signals, such as gravitational-wave bursts from violent astrophysical phenomena and stochastic gravitational-wave backgrounds, e.g. those coming from early Universe phenomena at much higher energies than those accessible to particle accelerators. Continuous waves, defined as quasi-monochromatic and quasi-infinite duration signals, are among the signals that have so far evaded detection. They can be emitted by asymmetrically rotating neutron stars, slowly spinning down due to a quadrupolar deformation on their surfaces [6, 7], or slowly spinning up due to accretion [8]. Another possible source of continuous waves in the frequency range probed by LIGO/Virgo are exotic, planetary-mass compact binaries during their inspiral phase, such as primordial black holes (PBHs) [9, 10]. Observing PBHs would have groundbreaking implications for cosmology since they could be connected to the still mysterious dark matter, explain some LIGO/Virgo mergers [11, 22], provide the seeds of super-massive black holes, and shed a new light on the physics at play in the early Universe. Gravitational waves can probe quite a wide mass regime for PBHs, and have already set strong constraints on the fraction of dark matter that PBHs could compose, summarized in [23, 24]. In this paper, we use for the first time the upper limits from a continuous-wave search from the first six months of LIGO/Virgo’s third observing run (O3a) to set constraints on the merging rates and abundance of planetary-mass and asteroid-mass PBHs. In particular, asteroid-mass PBHs are poorly constrained, since previous limits based on femtolensing of gamma ray bursts, optical microlensing, and destruction of white dwarfs by passing PBHs, have been, at best, weakened, and at worst, removed [25, 26].

Planetary chirp mass systems are well-motivated observationally as well as theoretically. There have been recent detections of star and quasar microlensing events [27, 29] that suggest compact objects or PBHs with masses $[10^{-6}, 10^{-5}]M_\odot$ could constitute a fraction of dark matter of order $f_{\text{PBH}} \sim 0.01$, which is consistent within the unified scenario for PBH formation presented in [30], but greater than expected for floating planets [31]. It has even been hypothesized that Planet 9 could be a PBH with a mass of $10^{-6}M_\odot$ that was captured by the solar system [32], motivating the development of methods to detect the accretion of small Oort cloud objects [33]. However, astrophysical uncertainties plague these observations, e.g. due to the clustering properties of PBHs [13, 34, 35], underlining the importance of probing these mass regimes using complementary and independent observational methods that could help to distinguish PBHs from other sources. With this in mind, searches for gravi-
tional waves from sub-solar mass binary black hole systems have already been performed \[59\]-\[65\] using matched filtering techniques, as well as for nonlinear memory effects \[16\], but these works only probe a small portion of possible PBH masses, between $0.1M_\odot$ and $1M_\odot$. In the future, binary mergers with lower chirp masses could also be detected using resonant high-frequency gravitational-wave detectors \[14\]-\[19\].

Much effort in detecting continuous waves has until now gone into developing methods and running searches that target individual pulsars \[50\]-\[51\], binary pulsar systems \[52\]-\[53\], specific places in the sky with an expected high concentration of neutron stars \[54\]-\[55\], post-merger remnants \[56\]-\[58\], and electromagnetically silent sources anywhere in the sky \[59\]-\[60\]. In the last few years, these methods have been generalized to search directly for dark matter \[61\]-\[65\] and ultralight boson clouds around black holes \[66\]-\[69\]. \textit{Transient} continuous-wave signals \[70\]-\[71\] have also recently garnered interest after the detection of GW170817 \[72\], and a few methods have been developed to detect them \[73\]-\[78\]. Using continuous-wave (transient or not) methods to probe planetary-mass black holes during the inspiraling phase was considered for the first time in Ref \[9\] with the Hough Transform; however, no actual limit on the merger rate or abundance of such black holes have been calculated thus far.

Indeed, compact objects that are far enough away from each other emit gravitational waves as their orbital frequencies slowly increase over time. Their orbits are quasi-circular until the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) \[79\], corresponding to a gravitational-wave frequency $f_{\text{ISCO}} \approx 4400 \text{Hz} \times M_\odot/(m_1 + m_2)$. From a data analysis point of view, the continuous-wave signal coming from a planetary-mass inspiraling black hole binary does not differ from a standard continuous-wave signal from isolated neutron stars. Therefore, upper limits on the strain amplitude $h_0(f)$ obtained from all-sky continuous-wave searches \[80\]-\[81\] can be mapped to limits on the distance reach as a function of chirp mass for black hole binaries. These distance reaches can then be used to constrain merging rates and, after assuming a rate model, the PBH abundance. We follow these steps in this paper.

\[\text{II. LIMITS ON PBH BINARY DISTANCE}\]

The gravitational-wave signal emitted due to two objects in a quasi-circular orbit has an amplitude $h_0$ given by:

$$h_0 = \frac{4}{d} \left( \frac{G M}{c^2} \right)^{5/3} \left( \frac{\pi f_{gw}}{c} \right)^{2/3} \approx 1.61 \times 10^{-26} \left( \frac{d}{10 \text{ pc}} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{M}{10^{-6} M_\odot} \right)^{5/3} \left( \frac{f_{gw}}{50 \text{ Hz}} \right)^{2/3}$$

where $d$ is the distance from the source to earth, $G$ is Newton’s gravitational constant, $c$ is the speed of light, $f_{gw}$ is the gravitational-wave frequency, and $M \equiv (m_1 m_2)^{3/5}/(m_1 + m_2)^{1/5}$ is the chirp mass of the binary system ($m_1$ and $m_2$ being the mass of the two components). The spin-up $\dot{f}_{gw}$ of this system can be modelled as:

$$\dot{f}_{gw} = \frac{96}{5} \pi^{8/3} \left( \frac{G M}{c^3} \right)^{5/3} f_{gw}^{11/3}$$

$$\approx 9.83 \times 10^{-11} \text{Hz/s} \left( \frac{M}{10^{-6} M_\odot} \right)^{5/3} \left( \frac{f_{gw}}{50 \text{ Hz}} \right)^{11/3}.$$ 

These equations will allow us to translate continuous-wave upper limits, i.e. values of $h_0(f_{gw})$ averaged over the sky at a chosen confidence level, to constraints on the distance reach for PBH inspirals for given chirp masses.

One pipeline, \textit{Powerflux}, \[82\]-\[83\] performed an all-sky search using data from O3a and looked for continuous-wave signals from isolated, slowly spinning down or spinning up compact objects (e.g. neutron stars). No signal was found, but upper limits at 95% confidence have been derived across the detector frequency band 20-2000 Hz with a maximum spin-up of $\dot{f}_{\text{max}} = 1 \times 10^{-9} \text{Hz/s}$ for an observation time of around six months \[81\]. Briefly, \textit{Powerflux} sums the power in many Fourier Transforms after applying Doppler corrections for each template in a large template bank over sky location, frequency, and spin-down/spin-up. When the method does not detect a signal, upper limits are calculated using the maximum strain power over the entire sky in each frequency sub-band.

In addition to constraining the maximum spin-up, the \textit{Powerflux} pipeline restricts its search to signals whose frequency evolves linearly. For binary black holes, if $f_{gw}$ evolves slowly enough due to a small enough $\dot{M}$, we can consider $\dot{f}_{gw}$ to be constant during the observation time, and model the frequency evolution as a Taylor series expansion of the integral of equation \[2\] over the observation time:

$$f_{gw,t}(t) = f_0 + (t - t_0) \dot{f}_{gw}$$

where $f_0$ is the gravitational-wave frequency at a reference time $t_0$ and $f_{gw,t}$ refers to the gravitational-wave frequency calculated assuming a constant spin-up. Here, we focus on PBH binaries in the linear regime, in which equation \[3\] is valid.

To obtain the restrictions on spin-up and linearity, we start with the population-averaged $h_0(f)$ values (the green dotted line in figure 4 of \[81\]), and calculate the corresponding distance and $\dot{f}$ using $h_0$, $f$, and a chosen $\dot{M}$ with equations \[4\] and \[2\] respectively. We impose the above-mentioned spin-up condition from the \textit{Powerflux} search:

$$\dot{f} \leq 1.00 \times 10^{-9} \text{Hz/s}. \quad \text{(4)}$$

We then check that the signal’s frequency evolution is linear, based on the spin-up, the observation time $T_{\text{obs}}$.
and the Fast Fourier Transform length \( T_{\text{FFT}} \) by ensuring the following condition is true:

\[
\left| f_{\text{gw},1}(T_{\text{obs}}) - f_{\text{gw}}(T_{\text{obs}}) \right| \leq \Delta f = \frac{1}{T_{\text{FFT}}} \tag{5}
\]

\( \Delta f \) is the frequency bin size, and \( T_{\text{FFT}} = 7200 \) s for frequencies up to 475 Hz, but could be as low as 1800 s at higher frequencies \([81]\). When both conditions given in equations (4) and (5) are satisfied, we can use that \( h_0(f) \) point to derive constraints on the distance reach, and later, on the rates and abundances of PBHs.

In Figure 1, we can see the effects of imposing these conditions. Note that the upper limits in \([81]\) extend up to 2000 Hz, but only those up to \( \sim 250 \) Hz are compatible with the conditions of linearity and maximum spin-up imposed by Powerflux. Lower chirp masses imply lower gravitational-wave amplitudes and lower spin-ups, which collectively lead to more constraints at higher frequencies but smaller distance reaches. As chirp mass increases, the maximum spin-up condition becomes more important, further restricting the frequencies at which our analysis can be performed. In effect, the constraint on maximum spin-up and linearity restrict the applicability of this method to systems with \( M \lesssim 10^{-4} M_\odot \).

Using this method, we present the astrophysical reach for planetary-mass inspiraling black holes in Figure 2. At lower frequencies (\( \sim 20 - 30 \) Hz), the condition on the maximum allowed spin-up permits higher chirp masses, which implies greater accessible distances than those at higher frequencies, e.g. up to 10 parsecs for \( M = 10^{-5} M_\odot \). At higher frequencies (\( \sim 200 - 250 \) Hz), the chirp mass of the binary satisfying the above conditions is so small, of \( \mathcal{O}(10^{-7}) M_\odot \), that in order to achieve the minimum amplitude that was calculated in the Powerflux all-sky search, the binary should have been in the solar system or its vicinity. Nevertheless, in this work we combine the contributions at each frequency to constrain the merger rates of these systems at each chirp mass, as explained in the next section.

### III. LIMITS ON PBH MERGING RATE AND ABUNDANCE

We now estimate upper limits on merger rates as well PBH abundance. For a given merger rate \( R \), the number of detectable sources emitting gravitational waves between the frequencies \( f \) and \( f + \delta f \) can be written as:

\[
N_{\text{bin}}(f) \simeq \frac{4}{3} \pi d(f)^3 R T, \tag{6}
\]

where \( d(f) \) is the horizon distance, \( T \) is the time period over which the merger events have been integrated, \( T = \max(T_{\text{obs}}, \Delta T) \), \( T_{\text{obs}} \) is the observation time and \( \Delta T \) is the time spent by the binary system in a given frequency range \( \delta f \):

\[
\Delta T = \frac{5}{256} \pi^{-8/3} \left( \frac{c^3}{GM} \right)^{5/3} \left[ f^{-8/3} - (f + \delta f)^{-8/3} \right] \tag{7}
\]

In cases where \( \Delta T \) exceeds \( T_{\text{obs}} \), the number of continuous-wave sources probed by the detector is largely dominated by the number of sources emitting in the frequency band \( (f, f + \delta f) \), including those that started emitting much before the start of the survey. Here, \( \delta f = f_{\text{max}} T_{\text{obs}} = 0.01 \) Hz and represents the maximum linear frequency shift that the binary system could have during O3a.

Given \( N_{\text{bin}}(f) \), the total number of binaries at a given chirp mass is then calculated by summing the number of
binaries at each frequency $f_i$:  

$$N_{\text{bin}}^{\text{tot}} = \sum_i N_{\text{bin}}(f_i).$$  

(8)

In the absence of observations, the above expression can be inverted to obtain an upper limit on merger rate given the calculated astrophysical reach.

Figure 3 shows upper limits on merging rates in the solar system vicinity, on the basis of all-sky continuous wave upper limits in O3a. Though these limits are not stringent due to the low distance reach of our detectors to these systems, they show that continuous-wave observations can be mapped to constraints on the merging rates, which tend to be dominated by early binaries in the planetary-mass range. Furthermore, by using the cosmological rate predictions for early PBH binaries and of PBH binaries in clusters, these limits can be translated into constraints on the dark matter fraction of PBHs. We use the analytical prescriptions from [15, 84] for the cosmological merger rates that assume a purely Poissonian approach. The neutron-proton mass ratio is consistent with the galactic dark matter profile. Finally, the expected merging rates for equal-mass PBHs and of PBHs normalized to one ($\bar{f} = f(m_1) f(m_2)$) that effectively takes into account the gravitational influence of early forming PBH clusters, nearby PBHs and matter inhomogeneities [85]. Finally, the expected merging rates near the solar system are calculated by assuming a constant local dark matter density of $\sim 10^{6} M_\odot$ Mpc$^{-3}$ [84] that is consistent with the galactic dark matter profile. In this way, we obtain that $R = 3.3 \times 10^5 R_{\text{prim}}^{\text{cos}}$.

For equal-mass PBHs and $f_{\text{PBH}} = 1$, one may expect $f_{\sup} \approx 2 \times 10^{-3}$ [15, 16, 84] but the exact value of $f_{\sup}$ for wide mass functions and binaries with high mass ratios is largely uncertain and model dependent. For example, external tidal fields and highly eccentric orbits of low-mass PBHs may affect this parameter [86, 87]. However, due to the heavy model-dependence of $f_{\sup}$, we provide limits on an effective parameter $\bar{f}$ that is defined to be model-agnostic by including $f_{\sup}$.

$$\bar{f}^{53/37} = f_{\sup} f(m_1) f(m_2) f_{\text{PBH}}^{53/37}. \quad (10)$$

The upper limits on $\bar{f}$ obtained by considering equal mass binaries are shown in Figure 3. Since $f_{\text{PBH}}$ is by definition less than 1, the upper limit set by this search is trivially satisfied. We therefore conclude that continuous wave methods cannot yet probe equal-mass PBH binaries.

This search can also be used to place constraints on binary systems with highly asymmetric mass ratios for the same chirp masses, for which the expected merger rates are higher by several orders of magnitude. Given that an important motivation for PBHs come from observations of compact binary coalescences in the stellar-mass range, we consider systems with $m_1 = 2.5 M_\odot$, as motivated by the QCD transition [14, 15, 88] and some mergers such as GW190425 and GW190814 [16], in a binary with a much lighter PBH of mass $m_2$, which could be probed with continuous waves. We therefore consider the merging rate in the limit $m_1 \gg m_2$:

$$R = 5.28 \times 10^{-7} \text{ kpc}^{-3} \text{ yr}^{-1} f_{\sup} f(m_1) f(m_2) f_{\text{PBH}}^{53/37}. \quad (12)$$

The limits on $\bar{f}$ for asymmetric mass ratios is shown in Figure 4 as a function of $m_2$. For asymmetric PBH mass ratios, if we assume that $f(m_1) \approx 1$ at $2.5 M_\odot$, as is expected for broad mass functions imprinted by the QCD transition, then $\bar{f} = f_{\text{PBH}} f(m_2)^{53/37} f_{\sup}$. In a model where $f_{\text{PBH}} = 1$, these limits can be translated into the probability density function of PBHs of mass $m_2$, given by $f(m_2)$ in our benchmark scenario for rate suppression using the above equations. The upper limits on $f(m_2)$ are also shown in Figure 4 on the color axis. Given the normalization of $f(m)$, these upper limits are trivially satisfied. We find that $\bar{f} \lesssim \mathcal{O}(10)$ in the range $10^{-10} M_\odot < m_2 < 10^{-8} M_\odot$, does not yet allow us to probe $f_{\text{PBH}} \lesssim 1$, though it is not far from setting an interesting limit in the asteroid-mass range ($m_2 \lesssim 10^{-11} M_\odot$) that remains unconstrained by other probes. It will therefore be relevant to pursue continuous-wave searches to constrain PBHs with LIGO/Virgo or with the third generation of ground-based detectors, such as Einstein Telescope or Cosmic Explorer, in which we expect around an order of magnitude improvement in our estimation of $\bar{f}$ relative to LIGO/Virgo design sensitivity [89, 90]. Such an increase in sensitivity would imply that $\bar{f}$ would dip below one, that our distance reach and detectable volume of space would increase by one and three orders of magnitude, respectively, compared to the reach we derive here.

Future constraints would allow us to either confirm or exclude models that allow for minimal rate suppression, i.e. $f_{\sup} \gtrsim \mathcal{O}(0.1)$. One such model, that accounts for both disruptions due to matter fluctuations and nearby PBHs at distances smaller than the maximal comoving distance that would fall onto the binary before matter-radiation equality, predicts a range of suppression factors between $[0.2, 1]$ for $f_{\text{PBH}} > 0.1$ [15, 44]. Additional models predict minimal work and torques on PBH binaries.
FIG. 3. Upper limit on merging rates of planetary and asteroid chirp mass binaries. These rates do not depend on any particular PBH formation model; they only depend on the sensitivity of the continuous-wave search, i.e. the distance reach. Also shown in color are upper limits on the fraction of dark matter that primordial black holes could compose assuming rate models for equal-mass primordial black hole binaries.

FIG. 4. Upper limit on the PBH abundance for asymmetric mass ratio binaries with one component at $m_1 = 2.5M_\odot$. Also shown in color is upper limit on the mass function of the smaller companion PBH assuming $f(m_1) = 1$ and $f_{PBH} = 1$. Due to the tidal field viralized halos and to interactions with surrounding cold dark matter [90, 91], implying negligible rate suppression.

**IV. DISCUSSION**

For the first time, upper limits on continuous-wave emission from isolated neutron stars have been mapped to constraints on planetary-mass and asteroid-mass black holes that could be of primordial origin. Though our results are valid at only nearby distances, they highlight the ease of adapting continuous-wave and transient continuous-wave searches to constrain the presence of primordial black holes. Our work thus motivates both the extension of continuous-wave searches to higher spin-ups, e.g. [92], which would allow more stringent constraints at higher frequencies, and the need to develop other ways to probe primordial black holes in and above this mass range, especially the asteroid-mass range, which is not well constrained [25, 26]. Based on the work in Ref. [9], the parameter space and astrophysical distance reach covered by transient continuous-wave searches are larger than those from standard continuous-wave ones. The techniques presented in this paper, coupled with transient continuous-wave search methods, could provide interesting constraints on primordial black holes without having to develop an entirely new infrastructure to run such searches.

Looking towards the future, we note that signals from stellar-mass binary black holes will be detectable by future detectors [93, 94], such as LISA [97], Einstein Telescope [96], DECIGO [97] and TianQin [98]. The mapping performed here, as well as the continuous-wave and transient continuous-wave methods discussed, will be useful to detect these kinds of sources, or provide upper limits on asteroid-mass PBHs whose contributions to dark matter are not constrained.
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